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Kaamna Bhojwani
SCHOLAR.  THOUGHT LEADER.

PUBLIC SPEAKER.

MEDIA KIT



“Nothing in the human

experience is profane. 

So let’s talk about i”t.

“KAAMNA BHOJWANI

Kaamna Bhojwani is a sexuality expert with psychology degrees from
Columbia University, University of Illinois and Smith College. Kaamna’s
specific area of focus is sexual shame and how we can use all the tools
within our arsenal to combat it: including spirituality and technology.

Kaamna is an active public speaker moderating panels and sharing her
insights around the world. Online, she hosts the popular show, KaamnaLive,
where she engages a lively and loyal audience on taboo topics around
sexuality, relationships and intimacy daily. 

Kaamna was born and raised in Mumbai, India, and has lived in the US, UK
and Australia. Her work has a distinct and. intentional  global  lens.

36K
Followers

500K
Views

1K
Subscribers

http://www.instagram.com/kaamnalive


Client  Testimonials
“Kaamna Bhojwani has brightened many events
for Noorani Dance as an MC for our
performances and gala fundraisers. She
brings passion and compassion via an authentic
voice while simultaneously offering a unique but
relatable perspective. Kaamna’s comfort and
confidence, combined  with her wit and
incredible articulation have set the bar high for
all others associated with our events.”

FARAH YASMEEN SHAIKH, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR,
NOORANI DANCE.

"Kaamna is a powerful voice in the
quest to deliver our sexuality from
shame. Armed with scientific data,
razor sharp wit, and a way with words,
she is both persuasive and disarming
at the same time. Kaamna is the Dr.
Ruth of our time. 

SHARON FRANCIS, COLLABORATOR

RECENT  EVENTS

WATCH

NBC’S CALIFORNIA LIVE
HOW MOMS CAN GET THEIR

SEXY BACK

THE SEX TECH SHOWCASE
AT SOHO HOUSE - 

LA TECH WEEK

6G WORLD CONFERENCE
THE FUTURE OF SEX

AND DATING

https://www.nbclosangeles.com/california-live/how-moms-can-get-their-sexy-back/3214626/
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/california-live/how-moms-can-get-their-sexy-back/3214626/
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/california-live/how-moms-can-get-their-sexy-back/3214626/
https://youtu.be/ikcRhU-5CN8
https://youtu.be/ikcRhU-5CN8
https://youtu.be/ikcRhU-5CN8
https://youtu.be/ikcRhU-5CN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRKmEaDEUDQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRKmEaDEUDQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRKmEaDEUDQ


Sex, Shame and Spirituality
The core of Kaamna’s academic work. What is sexual shame? How does it impact

men and women and how can we alleviate it? 

Sex, Relationships and AI
How will AI and other emerging technologies impact how we engage in

relationships? What are the opportunities and risks for education, enterprise and

entertainment?

Sex and Masculinity 
The study of sexual shame in  men is only 10 years old. How are changing gender

norms empowering and encumbering men in 2024? 

Cross-Cultural Sexuality 
Myth-busting and raising awareness around sexual norms and mindsets around the

world. Are we more similar than different in our collective reticence towards sex? 

Sex and Aging
Menopause, MANopause (it’s real) and more. How to navigate changing bodies,

healthcare stigma and a culture that believes intimacy is for the young. 

Sex and Parenting
Do children spell the death knell for intimacy in a relationship? Only if you let it.  

Data, experience and a healthy dose call to action to use it or lose it. 

Sex and Sexuality in Film and Media
We see a lot of sex but not a lot of healthy sexuality in mainstream media. Who’s

creating them, how do we spot them and how to separate reality from fiction on the  

big screen?

Sex and South Asian Culture
How do we reconcile South Asia’s historical association with sacred sex to its

regressive and hypocritical treatment of sex today? And also, Bollywood. 

Sex and Productivity
Can you sex life improve your work life?  What does science and data say about

how intimacy and productivity? 

KAAMNA CAN TALK ABOUT:



GET IN TOUCH

“If our sexuality is free of anxiety, everything in
life may be comfortably creative, but if our
sexuality is crude, then the whole of life suffers a
parallel lack of refinement.”

-Thomas Moore, The Soul of Sex

SERVICES OFFERED

Speaking Engagements
Brand Collaborations
Sex Tech Ambassadorship
Film/Media Consulting
Education and Awareness
1:1 Coaching
Group Workshops
MC/Facilitation

kaaamna@gmail.com
+1 415 316 7525

www.kaamnalive.com


